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Attract the prosperity you deserveCreate a life of prosperity, ease and abundanceHow you feel

about wealth creates a magnetic energy field that attracts similar circumstances and people into

your life. With subliminal brain wave therapy, your mind relaxes into heightened states of receptivity

where messages of abundant prosperity are effortlessly absorbed. As the messages are received

and retained by your subconscious mind, you'll radiate an energy field that attracts money and

wealth to you. Your new beliefs about wealth begin attracting ideas, people and happy coincidences

that support you in making prosperity a living, breathing reality in your life.This recording contains

the following subliminal messages on both tracks:My mind is open to the infinite supply of wealth; I

allow it to flow freely and generously in my life.Money is good. Money is energy. Money flows to me

easily.The Universe is my benefactor. I am fully supported making money doing what I love to do.I

deserve happiness, ease and abundance. I deserve prosperity.The more I enjoy life and contribute

to the lives of others, the more money I make.I am richly rewarded for all that I give. I love my

life.New sources of prosperity flow into my life with grace and ease.I attract ideal circumstances and

opportunities to increase my net worth. I am a magnet for money.Money comes to me through

expected channels and unexpected channels.Everything in my life flows perfectly. There is so much

to be grateful for.Prosperity is everywhere at all times. I claim my right to a prosperous life.I am

building a strong financial foundation that supports all of my life.I am sensible with money and

manage it wisely.Opportunities to succeed abound. Everything I need to generate wealth is

available to me right now.I am aligned with love, truth and integrity. I am divinely guided in all my

affairs.Through the great law of attraction, everything I need for my work and fulfillment comes to

me. Even now, the answers to all my needs are speeding their way to me.
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For over two decades now, Kelly Howell s work has been a powerful force for positive change. She

has managed to be on the leading edge of innovations that can truly help to transform our lives so

that we fully realize the wonderful, creative, powerful beings we really are. She has helped

thousands of people improve their lives, and even for many people realize their magnificence!

--Marc Allen, Author of The Millionaire Course and Publisher, New World LibraryIlluminating,

innovative and inspiring, Kelly is a unique guiding force in the exploration of our most valuable

resource: Consciousness. --Michael J. Gelb., Author How to Think Like Leonardo DaVinciKelly

Howell's Brain Sync technology is the medicine, psychotherapy and medication of the future. She is

a visionary for the 21st century whose healing technologies I recommend regularly to clients. --Lara

Honos-Webb, Ph.D., Author of The Gift of ADHD and Listening to Depression

With over 2 million audio programs in print, Kelly Howell is highly acclaimed for her pioneering work

in healing and mind expansion. She s been actively involved in personal development and

consciousness research for more than two decades and is recognized as a thought-leader in the

field of personal transformation.In the early 1980's, Kelly began her research into the mind and it's

potential as part of her own personal exploration. She began making personalized reprogramming

tapes in her living room, and was astounded by the results. Seeing powerful changes in her life and

her client s lives, lead to years of research and production. In 1990 she formed Brain Sync offering a

wide range of CD s and mp3 downloads for meditation, healing, spiritual growth and mind

expansion.Over the years, Kelly has worked in cooperation with eminent scientists, medical

professionals, brain researchers and spiritual teachers to develop her groundbreaking

transformational audio techniques. Her clinically proven Brain Wave Therapy CDs are embraced by

both individual users and by medical professionals.In 2005 Kelly launched Theatre of the Mind

podcasts as an experiment. She says, I started Theatre of the Mind with the idea that the more we

understand the inextricable connection between thought and reality, the more power we have to

transform ourselves, our lives and the world. My intention is to make it easier to deepen our

understanding of Mind, and apply this knowledge to create real results."Theatre of the Mind

podcasts offer unprecedented access to some of the world s leading visionaries and consciousness

researchers exploring mind expansion intuition, creativity and the many facets of human potential.



Today, Theatre of the Mind consistently ranks in the iTunes Top 10 most downloaded Self-help,

Health, and Alternative Medicine podcasts producing over 100,000 downloads per month.

Kelly Howell is an excellent hypnotherapist. The session where she provides affirmations for

creating wealth is not so long that it becomes boring and yet not too short to be ineffective. The

nonverbal session is very pleasant and a nice way to reaffirm the verbal session and to easily allow

one to drift off to sleep. I would recommend it to anyone.

I own several of Kelly Howell's CDs and this is definitely one of my favorites. What I really like is

track 4 that can be listened to without headphones. I like the nature sounds & wind chimes. I play it

in the morning to create a calm environment while getting my family ready for school & work. As a

student of Unity, I find Kelly Howell's positive wealth affirmations consistent with Unity principles. I

highly recommend to anyone who believes in an abundant universe and is looking for peaceful

affirmations to keep you in an aware state so as to attract wealth into your life.

Very cool CD helps to increase your sense of power and attract wealth

Outstanding!

I'll let you know when I get wealthy but this cd is just beautiful for relaxation and meditation. Unlike

the weight loss cd. That was absolutely irritating.

NOT AS GOOD AS CREATE SUCCESS BUT OK.

This is a CD that needs to be listened to on a quiet day., No distractions. Good and helpful.

Kelly Howell is underrated and vital to anyone interested in growth and self improvement.
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